
Paper title:  Spatial Design History  
Paper Number:  224.281                      
Assignment 1_Hand out: ‘making connections’ _Essay Outline  
  
The 800 word outline needs to concisely describe your intentions about content and structure,  
and that you have considered and made significant progress on the following issues:  
  
1. Analysis content requirement; what are the facts around the design, and what are the  
influences that shaped the architecture / design:  
a) social [what is its function, how do people relate to it and use it, has it symbolic meaning for  
the society as a whole or reflect the political condition of the time]   
b) cultural [is it reflective of, and influenced by arts, crafts and design expressions of the time]  
c) technological (building technologies used and their impact on the design).  
  
2. Discussion. The analysis should have a through-idea incorporated into the writing that  
proposes and clarifies the connections you make between the past and present. While the  
analysis provides the facts, the discussion is more focused on a particular aspect of the  
building, design, architect / designer such as:   
a) use of light and texture   
b) preoccupation with technology and the machine or functionalism   
c) political ideas,…   
d) or you could set the discussion within a context of the respective movement, within the  
designers’ other work, or compare with another movement that the design is referencing.  
  
3. Structuring of essay into paragraphs with subheadings if / where required, indicate how  
illustrations are incorporated to have a dialogue with the text. Each paragraph is to provide a  
particular set of information / ideas, which sequentially builds up to form an argument, or  
major point you want to communicate. Clarify these with appropriate headings.  
  
4. Illustrations. Prepare visuals to complement the text [good quality required but watch file  
size when incorporating into word] Consider:  
a) design through plans, sections, elevations, details, perspective pics where appropriate;   
b) pics to provide context of discussion   
c) historical precedents you are referring to  
  
5. Bibliography that shows breadth and depth of research, generally into spatial design  
history [placing your analysis into the wider context]; specifically the building, designer,  
movement; emphasis issue / topic.  
  
6. Formatting. Title page including title of paper, assignment number and title, title of essay  
[your given title], full name, A4, word processing, not bigger than 12 point, easily legible and  
consistent font.  
  
Also see College written Guidelines and owll.massey.ac.nz  
  
  
Essay Topics [ design classic]: Please choose [1 per student in each tutorial group]  
  
[Incomplete list]  
  
  
Ken Adam set designs for James Bond Movies  
  
Stanley Kubrick’s 2001 set designs and furniture designs  
  
Eileen Gray E-1027 and furniture design  



  
Archigram movement and designs  
  
Le Corbusier’s Ronchamp Chapel  
  
Arts and Crafts Design Chapman Taylor or other  
  
Mies Van Der Rohe Glass Architecture – Farnsworth House  
  
Adolf Loos Houses with emphasis on the Baker House  
  
Charles Rennie Mackintosh: Choice of a house, interior design and selected furniture designs  
  
Gattaca sets with emphasis on the design classics  
  
Buckminster Fuller – Designs and innovations  
  
Gerrit Rietveld’s Schroeder House and its relationship to his furniture design  
  
Antoni Gaudi; selected designs; Park Guell and the Casa Mila  
  
Frank Lloyd Wright – Prairie Houses [selection of one] and furniture, detailing  
  
Charles and Ray Eames Works with emphasis on the Eames House and functioning   
Decoration  
  
Frank Gehry House in Santa Monica  
  
Ernst Plischke Designs in Wellington with emphasis on the Sutch House  
  
Alvar Aalto Villa Mairea and furniture designs  
  
Piano and Rogers, Centre Pompidou  
  
Blade Runner and Ennis House, Los Angeles, 1924, Frank Lloyd Wright  
  
Emilio Ambasz, Casa de Retiro Espiritual, Sevillia, Spain, 2004  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 


